**Gag computer**: Hi my brother! How are you doing?

**Normal computer**: I'm fine, but I have some problems between Linux and Windows because they are always fighting and I don't know that to do with them because Linux is Windows' boss and if something happens to him I don't know what would happened to Windows.

**Gag computer**: Since I've had gag installed, I have my little ones happier than ever. If I were you I would have it installed too. It's the best way to solve all your problems.

**Normal computer**: But I'm a bit scared. Is there any risk involved?

**Gag computer**: There are a lot of advantages doing this, I have had it for some time and it's incredible.

**Normal computer**: And how did you find out?

**Gag computer**: Well, a cousin of Acer recommended it to me, because he had a virus and one of the partitions broke down and finally there was nothing to do either with Linux or Windows.

**Normal computer**: Oh, I knew nothing about this, tell me what asset it has to have it installed.

**Gag computer**:

- Allows boot of up to 9 different operating systems.
- It can boot operating systems installed in primary and extended partitions on any available hard disk.
- Can be installed from nearly all operating systems.
- GAG doesn't need its own partition. It installs itself in the first track of the hard disk, which is reserved for these kinds of programs. It can also be installed on a floppy disk, without using the hard disk.
- It has a timer to boot a default operating system (selectable by the user).
- The configuration menu can be protected with a password.
- The program works in graphic mode (needs a VGA or better graphic card), and has a lot of icons.
- Hides the primary partitions which allows the user to have installed more than one DOS and/or Windows in the same hard disk.
- Allows a password to be put on each operating system, denying access to non-authorized people.
- Allows the boot manager text to be translated to all languages.
- Can exchange disk drives, allowing to boot from the second, third... hard disk operating systems such as MS-DOS.
- Has the Safe Boot system, that allows to boot your hard disk even if GAG is accidentally overwrited.
- Fully support for hard disks up to 4 terabytes (4096 gigabytes).
- Full version and free software (distributed under GPL license, with source code)

**Normal computer**: Well, I'm going right now to get it installed. Oh thanks for your advice.
Gag computer: You're welcome. Hope to hear from you soon.